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A DISOUSSION OF SOKE SITES IB THE SOUTHEASTERN OOASTAL ,AREA
Oharles F. Sherman

No oonsideration is given' fields where artifaots' have been pioked up surfaoe hunting
unless exoavation had given evidenoe of a
fireplaoe or hearth.

Thirty sites in the southeastern
ooastal area, from Duxbury to Wellfleet,
have been seleoted and olassified. These
sites, whioh inolude two villages, 27 oamps
and one work shop, were oocupied by six
different tribes: the Aooomaoks of Duxbury,
the Patuxets of Plymouth, the Agawaams of
Wareham, the Manomets of Sagamore, the
Cummaquids of Yarmouth and the Pamets of
Wellfleet.

Of the 30 sites seleoted, 22 are at the
edge of a swamp and the remaining eight are
within one quarter mile of a swamp or
swamps. There are few plaoes in the area
oovered th~t are more than a mile from a
swamp.

There is some question regarding the
Aooomaoks and the Pamets, but I am oonvinoed
that these tribes inhabited the eites mentioned.

At sixteen of the sites, one or more
springs are found at the edge of the oamp
or village. Ten of these sites are looated
on rivers that are or were easily navigated
by oanoes. Two are looated on a pond to
whioh their inhabitants oould transport sea
food by oanoe, using a very short portage.
Six are on small brooks, not deep enough
for oanoes. One site is about hundred
yards from a river, now Cape Ood Canal.
Five sites have no water oommunioations but
are within a mile of the shore, to whioh
Visits, neoessarily on foot, must have been
made, judging by the shells that were exoavated. Six sites were looated on high
ground at the shore of the Bay.

Two olassifioations - villages and
oamps - were established on tpe basis of
area and the number of fireplaoes and stoned
hearths; the ' work shop was identified by the
amount of ohips, a stone anvil, a few bases,
only one of whioh was mixed with the ohips,
and no fires. A few olam shells and bone
fragments wexe dumped over the edge of the
small plateau upon whioh the shop was 10oated.
Next we are faoed by the question
raised by Maurioe Robbins (1) - "Are large
sites the result of long ,periods of oocupation by relatively Small numb~rs of people,
or are they large beoause of a relatively
large population'?" Evidenoe found in the
two sites I have olassified as villages
leads me to believe that they were oocupied
over a long period of time, also, that quite
a few people lived here. Both oamps show a
ohange in type of artifaots, pottery and
food refuse. ,One of the two villages shows
two different periods of oooupanoy. Both
site& oover an aore or more, are situated on
rivers about one mile from the bay, Cape Cod
and Buzzards Bays, and both rivers are easily
navigated by oanoe. Both were situated on
high ground at the edge of a swamp. One site
was olose to several springs, the other but
one. The 27 olassified as oamp sites oover
an area ranging from a hundred square feet
to perhaps 1500. The number of fireplaoee
or stoned hearths are from one to eight. At
some, oonsiderable length ,i s indioated for
the period of oocupanoy, at others its length
is hard to determine.

Eaoh of the 30 sites were on sloping
ground, whether looated on hill top or
valley, regardless of soil oonditions.
Apparently greater importanoe was attaohed
to drainage than to porosity of the soil.
The following locations were reoorded;
seven sites are on an East slope, 8ix on a
South slope, five on a West slope, three
on a North slope, two on a 80utheast slope,
three in valleys, and four on hill tops.
The slope of the land on whioh the oamp is
looated applies t~ the drainage and has
little in oommon with the exposure. One
site on an easterly slope has a ridge on
both the North and South sides of the oamp
and is sheltered on the East by a thiok
SW8lll~.

A swamp is one shelter that ohanges
but little in the passing of time. It 1s
not easily destroyed by fire and if the
trees are out for 'oord wood or other uses,
in 30 or 40 years it will be reforested
with a growth equal to the old trees, either
from sprou1; woOd or seedlings.

Eaoh site oonsidered in this paper has
been exoavated to some extent by the author.

A

light sandy loam seems to be most

(1) Comments on Interpreting 'the Past," Bulletin of the Massaohusetts Arohaeological
Sooiety, Vol. V, No.3, pp.4D-4l, April, 1944.
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SUitable, has been classified as a farming
popular for sites, for of the thirty,
site. The one oamp classified as "transient"
eleven are on sandy loam, six are located
is at the head of a stream on a ten-foot
on sandy subsoil overlaid by various thickembankment near a spring and swamp; from
nesses of leaf mold, two are on both sandy
the Bay it is four miles by river, with a
loam and heavy blaok loam, five are on brown
one-half mile walk along a brook and chain
loam and six on heavy black loam. The six
of swamps; overland to the Bay it is about
sites on leaf mold and sandy subsoil were
two miles. Olam shells and some fragments
undisturbed by plow or cultivator. The
of bone were found here. This site would
blaok loam mentioned in conjunction with
make good farm land but nothing has been
light sandy loam was evidently made so by
found to indicate that it was so used.
constant occupation and the introduction of
organic matter. The five camps on heavy
Of the seven classified as "winter"
black loam were in the inner edge of swamps.
Sites, three have a south exposure, three a
We will disouss these five sites later.
west exposure and the exposure of two cannot be determined. Five sites are located
In determining the expo,s ure and shelter
in the inner edge of swamps on heavy blaok
of these oamp Sites, two factors were conswamp soil, with spring water, fUel, shelter
Sidered, high steep hills and thick wooded
and food at their door . Three are located
swamps. Woods, even though present at the
on the outer edge of swamps with the same
time of oocupation, if free of underbrush
commodities as easily available. One viland low hanging limbs, would afford but
lage and possibly a second could have been
little proteotion from the strong, oold
used the year round. It has food, water,
winds of winter. From Thomas Morton's
shelter, fUel , farm land and lies three
writings we learn that the Indians had a
' habit of burning the woods in the spring
fourths of a mile from the shore by canoe .
Although the second village is well shelterand fall. They must have kept the undered at the present time by woods and heavy
brush, dead twigs and leaves on the floor
underbrush, it has been classified as 'unof the woods burned, otherwise a fire,
sheltered" . This is the one objection to
aocidentally started, with a strong wind
would have burned for weeks, destroying all
calling this a permanent site. As before
mentioned, eaoh of these two sites is lothe woods in its path. Nine of the 30 sites
have no shelter. Four have no exposure as
cated on a river. A vast quantity of alethey are in the inner edge of a swamp at the
wives go to the head of these rivers in the
spring to spawn.
base of a 30 or 40 foot hill with a rise of
from 30 to 45 degrees. Three sites have a
West exposure as they are sheltered on the
We found numerous mats and olods of
fish scales at one of these villages. Most
other three oardinal points. Three have a
South exposure, one a Northwest exposure,
of the shell pits oontained shells of but
two are exposed from South to West, six are
one speoies of bivalve either oyster, shore
sheltered on the East, one is sheltered on
clam, sea clam, quahaug or scallop. Some
the North and one on the Southwest side.
pits also contained shells of we1k, mussel,
and razor clam, fish bones, and turtle
Springs provided water for two villages
shell. At this site we found at first only
and fourteen oamps. Two camps probably
sherds of steatite vessels, scattered every
wbere. After two years of excavating at
obtained water from a spring pond. Seven
oamps had a river for water supply; while
odd times, we finally found some sherds of
one oamp was dependent on a pond and four
clay pottery and then a section of pot with
a straight rim very crudely made. We have
oamps were dependent on swamp water. At
not found any large sections or rim sherds
sites on rivers, ponds. or swamps, water for
of the better pottery. I have a one-pound
cooking and drinking purposes could have
tobacco box of plumbago that was excavated
been obtained by digging a shallow well.
at this site. It, too, was scattered and
An attempt was made, to determine the
most of the pieces had been worked down to
prinoipal ocoupation of the inhabitants of
various shapes. The steatite varied from I
eaoh site. It appears likely that hunting
a light gray greasy type to a harder dark
and fisbing was the primary conoern at two
gray with patches of shiny mineral I cannot
villages and twenty-seven oamps. Two
identify. Artifac~s at this site are mostvillages and sixteen oamps were occupied by
ly of t,he elongate type, side notched or
farmers. One oamp was used by transients.
corners removed (E34) (E35) (E70), one type
One oamp was a workshop. Seven seem to
(E39) cne with a pOinted base . Trianguloid
have been winter oadlps. One ;village appears
types are conspicuous by their absence.
to have been a permanent site. I am unoerLittle quartz was uS,ed. Q,uartzite and feltain about the use of two oamps. The huntsite were the stones most commonly used.
ing and fishing group is easy to establish,
There were also pieces of flint, jasper, and
on the basis of the remains of various kinds
other stones, the names of which are unof fish, shellfish, deer. birds and small
known to me.
animals. Farming sites are the most diffioult to determine; Ohamplain's map helps
Several bone implements were found, of
with ' several. The land allotted to the
these,two were arrowpoints, one of whioh was
early comers in 1623, one aore per person,
manufactured from the wing bone of a turkey
man, woman or ohild, about 200 aorea in all,
One arrowpoint and three shucking knives,
was oleared land. Therefore, any site lofor opening shellfish, were made from the
cated in. this arsa, providing the soil is
leg bone of a deer. Other finds include
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two axes, one net weight, one small sinker
dividing ridge are trianguloids wliile the
or plummet, one round abrading stone or hand
prevailing types found in the two valleys
hammer, and one sherd of steatite which had
are lanoeolate and elongate (E-30 - 34 been remade into a shallow mortar. Three
35 and D-44; one E-26). The longest prothumbnail scrapers were found, two of flint
jectile point excavated is 3 3/16 inches.
and one of felsite. Three rolled beads of
Other finds include two axes, one chisel,
copper, approximately 1" long and 3/16" in
one gouge, two plummets and numerous so
diameter were found. The longest point was
called net weights and grooved hammer stones two rolled copper beads, a necklace of
4 1 • No chisels, gouges, pestles or banner
stones have been found at this site. Five
drilled oanine teeth, some bone beads, bone
stoned hearths and numerous unpaved fireawls or unbarbed fish hooks, two undrilled
gorgets, one red clay trade pipe. There is
places were excavated. In five places
shells of periwinkle were found, undrilled,
also one small section of red clay from the
in groups of from 80 to 130. In one small
stem of a pipe which was evidently of Indian
section of this village we uno overed a
origin. For years this site has been a
layer two inches thiok consisting of shore
Mecca for surface hunters.
gravel, free of habitation dirt. The shore
gravel was comprised of small quartz pebbles
The location in two parallel valleys,
and ooarse sand, among whioh were scattered
each sheltered on the north and south by
a few broken well-worn shells. Above it
ridges thirty feet high and on the east
was six inohes of habitation soil and below
by a thick swamp, the existence of several
was yellow sandy subsoil. This layer would
springs which supply drinking water, the
have to be transported from the seashore
river, only 150 yards away, and the sea with
one mile overland or two miles by canoe.
its goodly supply of food only a mile away
Several post molds were found around one
by canoe or trail, and the land, which is
stoned hearth and photographed but ruts
suited for cultivation although the soil is
left by truc~ wagons and filled with gravel
very light, all these combine to make this
and stones destroyed any chance we had of
an ideal year round camp for one who lives
tracing a complete h~bitation. Approxioff the country.
mately 12" below the stone hearth before
mentioned was another hearth 22 n in diameter,
The outline of these camps follows
paved with stones four or five inches in
more or less the article "Site Characterdiameter. This lower hearth was flat while
istics in the Concord Valley" by the Chairthe upper hearth was built up with three
man of the Research Committee, Benjamin
layers of stone. This village is located
Smith, Bulletin, Vol. V, No.3.
on a gentle northerly slope approximately 20
feet highe~ than the river.
Artifacts are classified according to
the accepted classification presented by
The village classified as probably perRipley P. Bullen and printed in Vol. IV,
manent is located in two narrow valleys and
No.3 of the Bulletin.
on the dividing ridge. Two distinot periods
of oocupation have been found. here and a '
Plymouth, Massachusetts
possible third is indioated. The first
October, 1944
pottery found at this site included both
shell- and grit-tempered sherds. During
the past year several sberds of steatite
vessels have been found at depths varying
from 18 to 24 inches below the surface loam.
Three large sherds from one pot were found.
The oolor of the steatite is tan,mottled
with a harder mineral which is dark green.
These sherds are very nicely smoothed or
polished and their thickness does not vary
mUQh. The thickness of a sherd found at
the bottom of a shell pit two feet below
the occupation level varies from five-efghths
of an inch to one inch in a space of three
inches. This appears to be a rim sherd but
shows no ourvature and has one hole drilled
in it. Two hearths which were paved with
stone, formed three interlocking bowls of
different sizes. Others were paved flat
and many fireplaces were found unpaved.
Two flexed burials were found on the south
slope of the dividing ridge. The skeleton
of what we took to be a wolf, judged by the
size, was found in one fireplace. A loaf
of clay, ready mixed with fine broken clamshells, was found resting on the glaoial
sand covered with a flat stone and six
inohes of oooupation soil and loam. The
maj ori ty of the pro,j ecttles . found on the
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Irving Stud1e,.

swamp which is a tongue of a muoh larger
swampy meadow ~till exists. Artifaots from
this site include a pestle, polished gouge,
gorget, grooved ax, muller, oelt, and a
ohipped ax or hoe.

This paper is necessarily confined to
a very small part of southeastern Massachusetts. It embraces a few selected sites
on two river systems - the Ten Mile River,
in Attleboro, and the Taunton River in
Taunton and surrounding towns. The only
two sites at which excavations have been
carried on will be described last. All
artifacts from the other sites have been
surface finds.

The Willet site is situated on a sand,.
hill, s~oping gently to the river on the
southeast side, and is not far from the
shore of an extensive pond formed by the
damming of the river. The area of the top
of the hill, whi.o h 18 quite flat, is rather
extensive. Here were found two chipped
axes or hoes, a weight, and a knife. It
should be said that many smaller artifaots
have been found, but that onl,. the unusual
ones were listed by the oolleotor.

We shall first consider fifteen of
the many sites on Ten Mile River, a slow,
wandering stream, winding from north to
south through low-lying country with many
swamps and meadows. Occasionally there are
bluffs or slight hills sloping baok from
the river. This -river is joined by Seven
Mile River and Bungay River, forming one
river system which eventually empties into
the Seekonk River, and so into Narragansett
Bay, near East Providence. All of these
sites therefore had easy oommunica_tion with
the ocean some twelve or fourteen miles
distant. Although all sites are numbered
according to the system used in the site
survey of the Massachusetts Archaeological
Society, I shall use local names in this
paper.

On a ridge sloping sharply to the west
bank of the Ten Mile River is the Oounty
Street site. County Street now runs along
the orest of the ridge. Speoimens have been
found for an eighth of a mile along the
river in gardens between the street and the
river's edge. The whole area has been sO
ohanged by grading and building that exaot
looation of the site is impossible. The
land has an eastern slope to the river. A
pestle, gorget, muller, notohed weight and
chipped hoe are among the speoimens found
here.

Hayward Field site is now the site of
a city athletic field. It has been muoh
disturbed by grading. It lies on a gentle
eastern slope, near a large swamp. There
was once a large spring just north of the
site. A small brook flows south from the
swamp to join the Ten Mile River. Surfaoe
finds include a pipe - frog effigy, a gorget, and a hand hammer.
On the east bank of the Bungay River
lies the Benefit Street site. At this
point the bank rises quite sharply to a
level tract oooupied by two streets and a
residential section. Here the west bank
is low and swampy; the low swamp through
which the river winds was evidently the
flood plain of the river. Numerous specimens have been found in the various gardens
now included in the high land of the site.
Among the objects are a notched and polished gorB~t, a gouge, a pestle, a hand hammer,
and a ohipped hoe.
The General Plate site lies in an area
which is noticeably low and flat, without
any evidence of hills or even of a slight
elevation. Because of disturbances oonsequent on development as a manufacturing and
residential district, it is now difficult
to outline accurately the area oocupied by
the Indians. Tradition tells of several
springs and a small brook here; a small

The Simmons site covers a series of
flat-topped knolls on the north bank of the
Bungay River. The general slope of th6
land is southward, toward the river. A
swamp is found both to the east and the
west of the series of knolls. A oemeterr,
reSidences, and numerous roads now oocupy
the area. Part of it was onoe a ball field.
Evidently the oocupied zone represents
either one very large site or a number of
small ones grouped close together. Two
chipped axes, a celt, a hoe, and three hand
hammers were found here.
Across the river, and within a half
mile, is the Horton Angel Faotory site.
Although the south bank is not as high here
as the Simmons site the northward-sloping
surfaoe lies severai feet above flood level,.
This part of the river's course leads it
through an extensive marsh or swamp. -H igh
ground has been utilizsd for sites for
faotories and residences. Among the artifaots found in near-by gardens are four
celts, a pestle, a chisel, a semi-lunar
knife and ~ grooved hammer.
Oity blooks, residenoes, and two ~f the
main streets now oover the Bron,on site.
The Attleboro Museum stands on a part of it.
The land slopss southwestward -toward the
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oonstruotion. The southern and western
Ten Mile River, whioh was joined by a small
portions of the site were apparently on a
brook fed by four springs. It seems likely
tongue of land extending into a bend of the
that the Indians lived on the higher land
river and surrounded by swampy land. Boundabove the springs, sinoe baok yards of
residenoes looated there have yielded a
aries on the north and east oan never be determined. Originally a small brook flowed
oelt, a gouge, and a stone dish.
from a spring to the river. It seems prob.On the other side of the river, and
able that oonstruction of the railroad
nearly direotly opposite the Bronson site,
overpass destroye,d the best portion of the
the land rises, forming a "-steep bluff. The
Site, as it is said t'hat skeletons were unCliff Street site probably oooupied the top
earthed at that time. Unfortunately the
of the bluff, from whioh there 1s an abrupt
remains were not saved, and there is nothing
drop to the river on the northwes~ side.
to determine whether or not they were those
Most of the implements whioh have b~en
of Indians. Surfaoe finds, whioh are nufound oame from gardens on the top of this
merous, inolude six ohipped axes, three
bluff. The County Street site is not far'
pipes, five oelts, two knives, two hoes,
distant, and at the foot of the eastern
two gorgets, a muller, a notohed weight and
sid~ of the bluff.
The highest land near
a soapstone pot.
the river is to be found on the top of the
bluff. In the early days Attleboro's water .
A small portion of this site was extower stood here and was supplied with
cavated in 1941 by the Attleboro group, but
water drawn from the river. The elevation
the area had been so disturbed by repeated
was suitable for an Indian lookout.
plowing as to make it seem unwise to oontinue. We did, however, find evidenoe of
The Eden Faotory site lies under eight
oamp fires, and we unoovered numbers of
to ten feet of filIon what was originally
small artifaots, made mostly of felsite.
a gentle slope with a western desoent to
the river. Freight yards, sheds of grain
The Riverside Avenue site is probably
oompanies, faotories, garages, and houses
larger than any that has been mentioned. It
are now found there. Doubtless the southlies on the east bank of the Ten Mile River,
ern end of the site was bordered by a swamp
below the Olive Street site and separated
whioh is still there, although somewhat refrom it by an extensive marsh along the
duoed in size. If numbers of artifaots reriver. That portion of the area whioh is
oovered are any basis for judging the extent
oocupied by the site is a rather flat, even
of a site, then this one must have been
plain of light, sandy loam, lying well above
extensive, as five hammers, two axes, two
flood level . To the south of the site a
gorgets, three grooved weights, three
small brook flows into the Ten Yile River,
mulIers, a gouge, a pestle, a knife, and a
at this point wider beoause of ponding by a
ohipped hoe are reoorded from here.
dam farther downstream. Indians probably
oocupied an area of perhaps five aores, now
Down the river a quarter of a mile, on
traversed by streets and built up with
the same Side, is the River Ueadow site.
residenoes. No less tnan thirteen axes, six
The site, whioh sloped gently west, toward
oelts, three gouges, two gorgets, two
the river, was praotioally destroyed by
ohisels, three polishing &tones, a plummet,
oonstruotion of the road and the railroad.
two mulIers, and two hoes have been pioked
There appear to have been several sandy
up here besides many other less speotacular
knolls here, before the railroad was oonspeoimens that are too numerous to mention.
struoted . Again the reoorded artifaots are
both numerous and varied in form. Celts
With the possible exoeption of one, all
predominate,. but a muller, two pestles, two
the sites disoussed are river sites, situhoes, and a very unusual effigy of a wolf
ated on one river system. All are too muoh
are attributed to this site.
disturbed to be of muoh value for further
exoavation. They may, however, raise some
Interest is attaohed to the Capron
questions for disoussion whioh may prove
Park site, whioh is not on the river or a
interesting and perhaps valuable.
tributary as the others are, by reason of
the faot that the traditiOnal Indian trail
Next I would like to present two sites
to Cumberland Valley passes direotly through
that are not so well known to me, lying in
it. A small pond hole and quite an extenthe Taunton River system, and two sites that
sive area of low swampy land adjoin the
have been dug by the Warren King Moorehead
site. Not far distant is a small brook
Chapter. For information on the sites on
whioh flows from the swamp into the Ten
the Taunton River system I am indebted to
Mile River. The land, whioh is in general
Mr. Hallett, and I shall quote him verbatim.
quite flat and fairly high, is broken in
plaoes by low, mound-like hills. It is at
"The Porter Farm site (M3S/S) is not
present oocupied by a oity park and the
oonfined entirely to the Porter Farm, but
remnants of · a large farm.
oooupies an area of five or six aores on
both sides of the Hookomook River, where it
The Olive Street site, on the eastern
orosses route 106 in West Bridgewater. It
side of the Ten Mile River and perhaps a
is olearly a large village site, the greater
quarter mile below the River Meadow site,
preponderanoe of material ooming from a
was also lar~ely destroyed by railroad
's mall sandy knoll immediately adjacent to
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Mr. Benjamin Ellis of the Scotland district
the river on the Porter Farm. There is
of Bridgewater has traced the greater part
another area of density, diagonally across
of an Indian trail. This trail extended
the river to the northwest, on the Levy
farm. This is also located on a small sandy from Lake Nippenickett in southwest Bridgeknoll rising above the surrounding terriwater, southeast to this large village, a
distance of about three miles. This trail
tory.
very possibly may have extended farther
"The Hockomock, which rises about a
south to the Assowampsett Pond region."
mile above the site, is not a large river.
Just north of the site the river is joined
The Faulkner Spring site covered an
by Cowesset Brook, which has its origin in
area estimated at five to ten acres, a small
Brockton. The Hockomock then flows toward
part of which was dug by the Warren King
Lake Nippenickett, in southwest Bridgewater,
Moorehead Chapter over a period of four
into which it drains. Less than one-half
years. An Army Camp which now occupies the
mile southward is the beginning of the exsite destroyed parts of several others.
tensive Great Oedar Swamp , which extends
This was probably a village and seemingly
westward nearly to Watson's Pond and Lake
was an ideal site.
Sebbatia, in Taunton .
The surface is flat, the soil a light
"With the exception of the two small
sandy loam, well drained. The land slopes
knolls mentio~d above, the area is nearly
gently toward the southwest and southeast.
level, rising as it leaves the river. This
A fairly high glacial ridge extended along
site is protected by a ridge not over
the north side, opening slightly on the
thirty feet high, which lies to the northeast, and appeared again on the west as a
east and affords very good shelter. The
higher ridge. This formed a sort of
soil is light and is, today, completely
crescent or horseshoe enclosing a broad
cultivated. Just to the eastward is the
level plain. At one time, in the distant
past, probably several springs of which
village of Cocheset\ which still retains
the probable original name of the site.
there is stilx evidence, were to be found
within the area.
"The Hoc };omock River was probably the
principal route for travel to the southward.
The stream entered Lake Winneconnet,
Route 106, which leads easterly to Sachem's
which has an area of perhaps 200 acres and
Pond in Bridgewater and to the Indian
which today supports many fish, fresh water
village of Satucket in East Bridgewater,
clams and flocks of wild ducks. This lake
may follow an Indian trail.
is only one half mile from the site . Only
one mile away is the Great Cedar Swamp,
"The Seaver Farm site - Titicut - in
covering parts of three or four towns. Two
Bridgewater (»40/3) covers an area of at
other large ponds on this same river are
least ten acres. It is undoubtedly the
within a radius of a mile.
village of Titicut, mentioned by many of
the early colonial historians. ~iterally
The location .chosen for this site was
thousands of specimens have been recovered
admirably protected from cold winds. It
over a long period of time, both from the
was close to rivers, lakes and springs,
surface, and by means of excavation.
nearby woods and swamps. The lightJwell
drained soil was easily worked. Its hills
"The site occupies an elbow in a bend
were high enough to serve as watch towers.
of the Taunton River, and lies on an elevated plain on the north side of the river,
The Dr. Ford site is a new site, digwhich is approximately forty feet wide at
ging of which was begun in the spring of
this point. Directly across Beach Street,
1944 by the Warren King Moorehead Chapter.
to the northward, is a swamp which extends
It lies on the shore of Lake Winnecannett.
north for about a mile on the watershed of
The site is very extensive but unfortunatea small brook that empties into the Taunton
ly it is much disturbed by plowing and by
River at a point adjacent to the site.
summer camps built along the lake shore.
The land is a flat, gently sloping, rather
INo shelter is afforded on either the
sandy plain, on the north shore of the lake.
east or northeast of the level plain on
The general slope is toward the southeast.
which the site is found, but across the
A small brook, evidently the outlet of a
river is historic Fort Hill, located on a
spring,flows through the site, and a large
ridge rising abruptly from the .river for
brook or river enters the lake just to the
fifty feet. Although Fort Hill is partly
northwest of the site. Not far away is the
wooded, specimens have been found there.
Great Cedar Swamp .
Uniformly light soil is to be found throughout the site. The greater part of the area
There seems to have been little or no
is cleared and intensively cultivated.
natural protection on this site other than
possible woods which may have extended to
IThe Taunton River was, of course, the
the lake shore .
principal highway of the Indians of this
vicinity, but Gerald C. Dunn, in an article
The word "Winneconnett" is sometimes
entitled "Indians in Bridgewater," BULLETIN
interpreted as the "land of the beautiful
OF THE MASSACHUSETTS ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY,
pines" and if correct this may have been
Vol. In, pp.3l-33, mentions the fact that
wooded. There are still pines, in spots,
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edge. Many hundreds, perhaps thousands of
artifacts have been found on the surface
over a long period of years. The Attleboro
Along the shore where we are now diggroup has uncovered over four hundred since
ging,and olose to it,many pieoes of broken
spring.
gouges and spots oovere'd wi th oharooal and
many quartz flakes have been found. This
Attleboro, Massachusetts
has led us to suggest that possibly dugout
Ootober, 1944
oanoes were made here olose to the water's

all around the lake.

A~

,ETHNOLOGICAL INTRODUCTION TO THE LONG ISLAND INDIANS
Carlos A.H. Westez
(Red Thunder Cloud, Catawba)

Historians, poets and novelists have
for many years presented their oontorted
opinions on the Indians of Long Island. The
historians write that the survivors of the
aboriginal groups are mixed to suoh a degree that they are no longer Indians.
Novelists and poets prefer phrases like the
following, "The Indians are gone, swallowed
up by the winds and waves; their counoil
fires burn no longer; they have perished;
etc. •
Persons who persist in writing the
obituaries of the Long Island Indians are
those who have never visited among the
Indian survivors, who have never slept in
their homes, and whose observations were
made without even so muoh as a fireside
ohat with any desoendants of the Long Island
Indians .
The writer feels oonfident that his
observations are just and his statements
founded upon fao ,t . Six years' residenoe
among the Indians now living on Long Island
has rewarded him with enough data to prove
that the Long Island Indians survive and
that they retain to some degree much of
their folklore, herbal lore and persisting
industrial prooesses whioh are of no small
interest to the ethnologist. I have lived
among them, worked with them, attended
sohool with them and oonsequently have had
a ohanoe to observe them and be sooiable
with them, thereby assuring myself that what
t write has not been gained by hearsay nor
solioited from taxi drivers in hasty visits
to Indian settlements . My statements are
the results of several years' oontaot with
a people whom I know well and whom I am
defending.
Long Island's oelebrated ethnologist
William Wallaoe Tooker did oonsiderable
work on the names used for Long Island b~
the Indians. His work, whioh was primarily
entymologioal, but in whioh some ethnologioal notes are inoluded~does not suggest that
Indian survivors actually existed in his
time. The work of Gatschet, Mooney and
Harrington reveals some insignificant
material on these people, some of' it written

in a derogatory style not typical of the
tolerant ethnologist.
The Matinecoc, Poosepatuck, Shinnecock
and Montauk are the four largest of the surviving Indian groups of Long Island, while
representatives of the Setaukets, Nissequoges, Massapequas, Mattitucks, Merikos and
Corchaugs survive also. Mrs. Edna Bryant
King, formerly of Setauket, but now residing
in East Hampton, and one of the writer's
sincerest friends, in speaking of her girlhood in Setauket remembers having Setauket
and Nissequoge Indians as neighbors. Substantial evidence exists to support the
fact that some of these people still hold
forth in their anoient domains. As yet I am
acquainted with only the Montauks, Matinecocs, Poosepatucks, and Shinnecocks. Therefore this article will treat with these
only, as I do not want to fall into the category of those who make observations without
contact.
The Poosepatucks and Shinnecocks, alone
possess reservations. The Montauk, having
been shamefully ousted from their ancestral
lands at Montauk Point in 1879, now reside
in Freetown and Eastville, suburbs of East
Hampton and Sag Harbor, respectively. The
Matinecocsreside chiefly on the north shore
of Long Island in the villages of Little
Neck, Great Neck, Bayside and Douglaston,
while on the Middle Island Road, in Roslyn,
several more of the Matinecocs survive.
In order for the reader to more fully
comprehend Long Island tribal dominions, it
is, I believe, proper to include the territory formerly claimed by the four tribes in
discussion.
The Matinecocs, the northernmost of the
four tribes in question, claimed the land
from Flushing through to Cow Harbor . Their
villages were Flushing, Glen Cove, Glen Head
Great Neck, Little Neck, Bayside, Douglaston
Syosset, Huntington, Roslyn, Matinecoc,
Cold Spring and Cow Harbor. Almost opposite
Huntington, on the south shore, were located the Uncacohogues, or Poosepatucks,
whose lands extended from Patchogue to
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Princess Rosebud Yellow Robe, a Sioux,
West Hampton. The Shinnecocks held sway
chanted tribal dirges.
from Canoe Place to Bridgehampton.
The Montauks, the tutelary tribe of
the island, had villages from Bridgehampton
to Montauk Point, occupying a section less
significant, and astonishingly smaller than
the above mentioned tribes. This seems
strange in view of the fact that political
pressure exerted by the Montauks was felt
by the tribes near the western end of the
island. Furthermore the expanse of territory occupied by them was meager in comparison with the lands occupied by their
vassals.
Although the Montauk territory was
smaller, its villages were more compact and
amazingly powerful. Even though the number
of their villages was smaller, their power
was respected. For example, one Montauk
village was as powerful as four of any of
the villages of the above named tribes and
more than able to look out for itself. One
must consider the fact that the Montauk
country bore the brunt of Narragansett
attacks from two pOints, the Narragansetts
sometimes setting out from Watch Hill, and
at other times attacking from Block Island.
While I do not propose to ignore the fact
that Narragansett raids persisted as far
west as the Poosepatuck country, the
heaviest attacks were felt by the Montauks.
Fate is indeed strange when one ponders the thought that the two more important tribes of Long Island are dispossesed.
while two tribes of inferior prestige are
owners of ample acreage.
The survival of such an Indian-like
people as the Matinecocs'is quite interesting when one oonsiders their proximity
to New York City. Their most remote settlement is Roslyn, which lies only one hour's
ride from Manhattan. Their last sachem
Wild Pidgeon (James E. Waters) died in 1936
after fighting unceasingly against the
proposal by the State of New York to remove the Matinecoc graves on Northern
Boulevard in order to carry out plans for
widening the boulevard. It was during this
era that Chief Wild Pigeon declared his
tribesmen to be an offshoot of the Narragansetts who, as he stated, left their old
home of Rhode Island to settle in Little
Neck, Connecticut, and finally crossed the
sound to establish themselves in Little
Neck, Long Island. As long as Wild Pigeon
was alive the state hesitated about removing the graves, but with the death of their
leader in 1936 the resistance of the tribe
weakened, the graves were removed, and four
of the Matinecocs compensated by the state.
At the services dedicating a monument
erected in honor of the Matinecocs, held in
Little Neck, Rev. William S. MoKinney, a
Matinecoc, presided. This dedication
marked the removal of forty-four graves
from the old Matinecoo burial ground to
Zion Churchyard in Little Neok. As many as
eighty Matinecocs from surrounding hamlets
gathered to honor their forefathers, while

The Matineooc do not keep up a tribal
organization today although there are
capable leaders among them. They have
voioed no desire for a ohief since the death
of Chief Wild Pigeon (James Waters) in 1936.
The Shinnecocks are ruled by three
trustees who are elected by the tribe on the
first Tuesday in April and who gove~n quite
well the affairs of the reservation . One
of my informants said that there had not
been a ohief elected in over eighty years,
those men among them who haTe been referred
to as such being among the more outstanding
personages on the reservation. At the
present time Elliot Kellis is addressed by
many as chief, the result of a niokname that
has stuck with him since boyhood.
The Poosepatuoks have at times been
ruled by ohiefs and trustees, as well, who
regulate the affairs of the tribe in muoh
the same manner as do the Shinneoooks. 'The
Montauks are without a tribal organization
and a leader although Chief Buokskin
.
(Charles Butler) is recognized as ohief by
eastern tribes and is the Great Fire Kaker
in the Long Island Counoil of the Federated
Eastern Indian. League. Until just reoently'
the only visible bond among these Long
Island Indians was in the nature of funeral
gatherings. If a Shinnecock dies, groups
from the Montauks, Poosepatucks, and Katinecoos arrive unannounoed, although expeoted,
and pay their respeots to the deoeased
member. The situation holds the same among
the other three groups.
The annual June meeting of the Shinneoocks and Poosepatucks has been until· lately
the only oocasion for the Long Island Indianl
to oome together socially. At the present
writing I am unable to discuss the origin
of these June meetings. It may be suggested
that there is a possible conneotion with
the former well known green corn dances of
the eastern tribes a~though the gathering
now has the aspect of a church meeting. The
Shinneoock meeting is held on the first
Sunday in. June; the Poosepatuok meeting
follows on the second SUnday. Matineoocs,
Mont auks , Pequots, Poosepatuoks, and more
recently Cherokees, Narragansetts, Ohootaws,
Apaches and C&tawbas have been represented
in the Shinneoock gatherings. The June
meetings of the Shinneoocks and Poosepatuoks
lack the Indian atmosphere of the August
meetings of the Narragansetts and fall oeremonies of the Mohegans, Pequots and W&lllpan~
oags. These New England Indian gatherings
are the soenes of Indian danoes, games,
songs and ceremonies with the partioipants
in oeremonial dress. At Shinneoook and
Poosepatuck these meetings are striotly of
a church nature with no Indian apparel worn
or any Indian oeremonies in Togue.
In June, of 1940, I made a trip to
Shinnecock accompanied by G. ·Henry Baboook
(Bright Dawn) a young Narragansett. The
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that they once were, but persisting through
Narragansett had in his mind a picture of
the efforts of individuals or families in
the Shinnecock meeting as being somewhat
the tribes. The basketry of these groups
like those of his people; he was quite disshows a similiarity of patterns and is made
appointed to see that no Indian regalia was
from maple or oak ~plints. The oak baskets
worn and that no tribal ceremonies were perare the much more durable specimens. David
formed. I do not mean to imply that the
church does not have a place in the meetings Kellis and family are the only people among
of the New England Indians; it does indeed.
the Shinnecock who still make baskets.
On Sundays, the church meeting is predomBeadwork is still perpetuated by the
inant in the New England area, while SaturMontauks, Matinecocs and Shinnecocks. Beaddays are dedicated to Indian ceremonies.
workers among the Shinnecock are Anthony
Saturday meetings are not observed by the
Beaman, Raymond Gardner, Stella Arch, Lillian
Long Island groups.
Harvey, Lois Hunter, Reginald Gardner,
Ramona Gardner, Rodney Gardner, Julia Smith,
The Montauks and the Shinnecocks
Juanita Smith, Marge Martinez, David Martinliving only thirteen miles apart do not
ez, Osceola Martinez, and Henry Bess and
visit back and forth anc know astonishingly
family. Marguerite Fowler LaPorte, Pocahonlittle about each other.
tas Pharoah, and Bob Butler are the only
On August 26th, and 27th, the Long
beadworkers among the Montauks while Myrtle
Archer, Donald Archer, Lloyd Archer, and
Island Council of The Federated Eastern
Indian League held a Pow Wow at Three Mile
AdelIa Santoya are the bead workers among
Harbor Long Island. The Narragansett Inthe Matinecoc.
dians, led by Chief Night Hawk (Philip H.
Peckham), signed a treaty of peace with the
One of the most interesting of the inMontauks, led by Chief Buckskin (Charles
dustrial survivals among the Poosepatucke,
Butler). Indians of the Schaghticoke,
Shinnecocks and Montauks is the oak scrub,
which is a type of brush made of oak splints
Cherokee, Catawba, Matinecoc, Shinnecock,
and employed as a kitchen handie. It is
Montauk tribes held the first Indian Pow
Wow in the history of East Hampton. It
very serviceable and neighboring whites
marked the first time that the Narragansett
purchase many from the tribesmen year after
Indians had been to East Hampton since pre
year. Anthony Beaman, Doed Cuffee and David
colonial times, that is, in a body. The
Kellis are foremost among Shinnecock scrub
makers, while Montauk men who employ their
Long Island Indian Council also celebrated
American Indian Day on September 24th with
skill as scrub makers are George Butler,
George Fowler, Charles Butler, and Walter
an Indian-style clam bake at which members
Halsey. Scrubmakers among the Poosepatuck
of the Shinnecock, Montauk, Matinecoc and
Catawba tribes were in attendance. Thus
are not numerous, Obediah Ward being one of
the few. Usually a Montauk scrub may be
the Long Island Indians are being united
distinguished from one of Shinnecock origin
socially again after a lapse of at least
because the Montauks usually make theirs
one hundred years.
wi th a 'r ound handle, while the flat handle
Inter-marriage among the descendants
is ,favored by the Shinnecocks. Each of the
of the Long Island Indians has not flourishthree tribes cla~m that the scrub originated
ed as it has among the Pamunkey and
among their own individual tribes; this
Mattaponi (1) of tidewater Virginia, two
question is vast enough to result in a good
bands who are almost as close together as
sized monograph, It is not known at the
the Shinnecock and Montauk. There are a
present if the Matinecoc make scrubs or not.
few known instances of marriages between
Shinnecocks 'and Montauks', but no record of
The present-day status of the known
any marriage between a Montauk and a
tong Island Indian groups is included here
Poosepatuck. Inter-marriage between the
to give the reader some idea of their
Shinnecock and Poosepatuck has taken place
numbers and location.
to a slight degree, as has also been the
case between the Shinnecock and Matinecoc.
The Montauk, the tutelary tribe of
The Matinecoc have also inter-married
Long Island, are numerically inferior to the
slightly with the Poosepatuck, while there
other three groups but not ethnologically
are no records of inter-marriage with the
so. Many of the Montauk joined migratory
Montauk. Indians of the Apache and WampanIndian groups as far back as 1751' and are
oag tribes have recently married into the
now located in various parts of the country,
Because only a small group is now to be
Shinnecock tribe.
found on Long Island,writers declare that
Among the four tribes, industrial
the Montauk are vanishing. However, several
survivals are very much of the same nature.
score are to be found in Brotherton, WisBasketry, the onetime important means of
consin to which place their forebears relivelihood among these Indians, survives
moved in 1837. Their population as a tribe
among the Matinecocs, Montauks, and Shinneexceeds two hundred easily. They have abcocks, not as the great tribal industries
sorbed considerable white blood and a slight
(1) Speck, F.G., IIChapters on the Ethnology of the Powhatan Tribes of Virginia,"
Indian Notes and Monographs, Vol. I, No.5, p.249, 1928.
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amount of negro blood but the Indian strain
women, or visit Roslyn where you may enand characteristics are very predominant.
counter Donald Archer who is not Sioux, but
The Montauks in the Eastville and Freetown
Matinecoc, or go on to the Poosepatuck Ressettlements number over twenty-five.
ervation at Mastic and look around well and
you will see Poosepatucks. If you drive
The Shinnecock, numbering over two
still farther out, into the Shinnecock
hundred on the reservation near Southampton,
Hills, and turn into the Reservation, you
have become mixed to a considerable extent
may chance upon Anthony Beaman and Eliza
with negro blood; some white blood is also
Beaman his Montauk wife, Charles Bunn,
to be noticed. However, there are many
Lillian Lee, Ada Bunn, Edna Eleazar, Eramong them bearing the unmistakable stamp
nestine Walker, Claude Eleazar, Addie Gogof the American Indian and striving for recsbill, Seymour Eleazar, Elliott Kellis,
ognition as such.
Harry Thompson, Al Ashman, or the Gardner,
Franklin, Randall and Carl children on their
The Poosepatuck survivors have a large
way home from school; you will know that you
percentage of negro blood among them, but
have seen Shinnecock Indians. Travel on to
the Indian appearance likewise is to be
Sag Harbor, where 'you will see Walter Halsey
easily seen among the more conservative of
in his yard, Sam Pharoah walking up the road
the band of thirty-four members.
or Charles Butler on his way home from the
farm of George Hand in East Hampton. Go on
The Matinecoc, on the north shore, surstill further to Freetown, in East Hampton,
vive to a number of approximately one hunwhere you may glimpse George Fowler setting
dred and fifty or more individuals. It
traps, Len Horton tending his turkeys,
appears that they have, for the most part,
Maria Horton and Marguerite LaPorte sitting
married with unspecified Indian groups and
on the porch. Take the winding road through
absorbed a moderate degree of white blood
the settlement where you will see Bob Butler
with a darker strain which is at a minimum.
shooting a bow, or Pocahontas Pharoah in the
yard; as the road leads out into the Three
And so I say to the historians, to the
Mile Harbor Road, directly opposite, you
novelists, sentimentalists and poets, bewill see George Butler making ax handles or
fore you write again in your familiar style,
scrubs and you will know that the Montauk
before you pronounce without judgment, beIndians survive. After seeing all of these
fore you incorporate damaging hearsay in
people you and many others will know that
your data, take a trip to the Indian settlethe Indian people of Long Island live on as
ments on Long Island where Indian people
testimony to their existence and as damaging
still reside. Take a trip, perhaps, to the
evidence to those who lament their passing.
Matinecoc tribe on the north shore and
stroll down Old House Landing Road in
Catawba Lodge, Three Mile Harbor, L.1
Little Neck where you will meet the Waters
September, 1944

WHY USE THE METRIC SYSTEM OF MEASUREMENTS FOR ARCHAEOLOGICAL PURPOSES?
William J. Howes

To many who are interested in archaeological work but are untrained in its
science, the question has been raised as to
why the Metric System is used in place of
the U.S. Standard foot and its component
parts of twelfths, or tenths, hundredths,
etc.
It can be conceived why it has been
used for crania, dentistry, microscopic
work; its literature, tabulation standards,
etc., which have been set up as standards,
have been the reason, or perhaps the line
of least resistence, for the use of the
Metric System.
The average person, in his student
days, has learned the Metric System; most
of us did so for the information it contained. In practical use in the United States,
U.S. Standard feet and inches, or tenths
and hundredths of feet have been the gauge
of size and distance. In all Halls of
Record of Registry of Deeds and especially
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in Land Court records, feet and tenths, and
hundredths of a foot are the standard and
acceptable units of measure. Why should it
not be sufficient for archaeological work?
The person of average intelligence in
this country probably uses U.S. Standard of
measurements as his guide, not the Metric
System. It is probable that only speCial
groups are familiar with the Metric System.
The fact that comparative rules appear in
some of our periodicals shows the need to
make measurements lucid to some readers.
To many, this use of a foreign standard is
in no sense necessary, particularly in most
phases of archaeology. In science, mechanics, etc., the ability and progressiveness
of our countrymen's works have amazed the
world. Why should not our archaeological
writers adopt American standards?
Holyoke, Massachusetts
February, 1944
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COMMENTS ON BULLEN'S REVIEW OF liTHE
PRE-IRCQUOIAN OCCUPATIONS OF NEW YORK STATE"
William A. Ritchie

remains were scanty at the Lamoka site I
have stressed, both in the book (p.296~ and
in the site report (p.113) the vast quantity
of refuse bone uncovered, indicating in
connection with the great number of hunting
and fishing devices found, a major dependence upon animal food. I have also referred
in both reports to quantities of carbonized
acorn hulls, and suggested that these and
doubtless other wild vegetal foods were the
principal dietary items for which the stone
grinding-tools existed.

For the purpose of clarifying certain
highly important sections of my recent book,
liThe Pre-Iroquoian Occupations of New York
State," I should like to reply briefly to
Mr. Ripley P. Bullen's review which appeared in the July, 19~4 issue of this Bulletin.
Such an explanation may serve to render the
work more usefUl to students of the nprtheast.
I am ohiefly concerned with his remarks regarding the Archaic period, particularly the Lamoka Focus thereof. Admittedly this subject deserves a fUller treatment than the book affords. Bullen questions the typological resemblance of the
northeaatern to the southeastern Archaic
congeries and states specifically that lithe
classification is presumably based on the
premise that Lamoka is pre-agricultural."
(p.63) He then attempts to refUte my statements on this subject by alluding to (a)
the large size of the village and the
scarcity of shell debris, (b) the presence
of a considerable number of mortars, mulIers
and cylindrical pestles, (c) what he
assumes to be a close stylistic resemblance
between the choppers of this site (and the
entire Archaic period) and the single example of what I have identified as a hoe
from the proved horticultural Owasco Aspect of the Late Prehistoric period.

A ready parallel is to be found among
various California tribes, subSisting mainly
upon acorn meal, which have employed the
mortar and pestle (with some significant
changes) since relatively remote prehistoric
times, and no question has to my knowledge
been raised concerning the pre-horticultural
status of the Shell Mound people of the
southeast Archaic horizon, who also had the
mortar and pestle. When it is further recalled that stone grinding-tools constitute
the bulk of the material of the ancient
Cochise culture in the southwest, Bullen's
objections on this ground disappear into
thin air.
It is easier to comprehend Bullen's
final point of issue, for there is at least
a strong superficial resemblance between the
single object identified as a hoe from the
late Owasco congeries and the so-called
choppers of the Archaic period. The brevity
of my descriptive caption precluded reference to the thickness of the hoe and its
pecked sides, as distinguished from the uniformly thin choppers with their invariably
chipped edges. Dr. W.D. Strong has suggested to me the possible use of the chopper in
scraping heavy hides, a logical explanation
in many ways, explaining among other features the rounded or polished extreme lower
edge, probably unfitting the tool for
further work.

On pagel! 322-323 of the book in question
I have enumerated the many points of agreement between the Archaic manifestations in
the northeast and southeast and referred to
the concurrence of opinion in this classification expressed by Ford and Willey
(American Anthrorologist, Vol.43, No.3,
Pt.l, pp.332-334 and Haag, who, intimately
familiar with the Shell Mound material of
the southeast, says explicitly, "The diagnostio traits of the Archaio pattern, as
set forth by Ritohie [for the New York
area], include most of the basic characteristics of southeastern shell heaps".
(American Antiquity, Vol. VII, No.3, p.220).
Further support is given the writer's conclusions by Webb and Haag, who state; lilt
is interesting to note the considerable
correlation of this site (Lamoka Lake],
which is regarded by Ritchie as the type
site of the Archaic pattern of New York,
with the shell mound complex of Green River,
Ky., as manifested by the four sites used
for comparison." (Webb, W.S., and Haag,
W.G., Cypress Creek Villages, University of
Kentucky Reports in Anthropology, Vol. IV,
No.2, 1940, p.l02).

As respects the possible persistence of
Archaic groups into Late Prehistoric (Owasco
times in New York, which Bullen hypothesizes
(p.63), it can be said that such being the
case some evidence of contact would be
likely to occur on sites of both cultures.
The presence of a small percentage of linked
traits (indicated in the graphs
Plate 165
and tabulated on pages 32~-340) strongly
suggests some degree of continuity wit~
quantitative change rather than the coexistance of two ethnic and cultural groups.

on

In conclusion, I should like, for the
sake of accuracy, to make a few corrections
of some importance to the utility of the

Considering Bullen's next item of disagreement, it may be stated that while shell
43
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book. Bullen states (p.61) that in the
analysis of the ceramic types "the size of
temper is never given," but this fact will
be found under the categ0rr. II Texture, "
directly after II Tempering,' in the trait
tables (pp.348, 365, 378i cf. "Vessels,"
p.372; and caption p.225).

SOOIETY: BULLETIN
The plummet should be added to the
list of traits for the Robinson site, in
Bullen's chart (p.62). (See my text, p.238,
Plate 112, fig.lO, and trait ' table, p.375).
Rochester, New York
October, 1944

AN INDIAN BURIAL AT SOUTH DARTM OUTH, MASSAOHUSETTS
Maurice Robbins and Ripley P. Bullen

The home of Mr. Phillip J. Murphy, off
Shipyard Lane in the town of South Dartmouth, Massachusetts, is located on the bank
of the Apponagansett River . This is part of
the area known by the Indians as Acushnet.
The district must have been fairly well populated if we may judge from the numerous
sites and shell heaps, on one of which
stands Mr. Murphy's house and those of his
immediate neighbors.
. In October, 1944, workmen digging a
trench beneath the Murphy home, came unexpectedly upon a human skull. Mr. Murphy,
recognizing the importance of a burial,
immediately stopped all work at that point
and informed the Old Dartmouth Historical
Society. This organization reported the
burial to Mr. Ralph Metcalf and Mr. Arthur
Kirby of New Bedford and Mr. Ernest Olark
of Marion. They in turn notified Mr. Maur~oe
Robbins and requested that the Massachusetts
Archaeological Society remove and record
the find.
On October 12, 1944, a party consisting of Mr. Earl Bryant, Mr. Ripley Bullen,
Mr. Ernest Olarke, Mr. Arthur Kirby, Mr.
Mason Phelps, Mr. Maurice Robbins, Mr. Elmer
Rockwood, and Mr. Irvin Studley went to
South Dartmouth and completed removal of
the burial. Mr. Kirby and Mr . Robbins did
the surveying; Mr. Bullen observed the excavating; Mr. Studley recorded the field
notes; and the rest of the party took turns
at excavating in the narrow trench in which
it was necessary to carry out the work.
The grave was found in the northeast
side of the trench (Fig.l). The floor jOist
directly over the burial was used as a reference pOint for vertical measurements.
The profile of the grave pit (Fig.a) shows
the relationship of the burial to the shell
heap.
The burial shaft extended below the deposits of shell and black dirt into the top
of the underlying yellow clay. It is presumed that the mixture of light-colored

dirt, b~ack dirt, and shell directly over
the burial resulted from filling the gra"l e
after burial. The difficulties of working
in a small trench under the house, and the
limited extent of the area excavated, made
it impossible to determine whether or not
the grave shaft cut through the layer of OO~
centrated shell. There were suggestions
that such was the case.
The skull, which had been removed by
the workmen, was broken into many pieces,
some of which had been lost. The fragments ,
together with many of the small bones of the
hands and wrists were turned over to the
party by Mr. Murphy. The left scapula and
the balance of the carpals and metacarpals
were found in the loose dirt disturbed by
the workmen. The rest of the bones were
found in situ.
As the skeleton was exposed, it was
found to be lying on its right side in a
tightly flexed position with head to the
west. The knees had been drawn up in front
of the neck. The lower arms were orossed
and the right elbow was between the knees.
The distal ends of the left radius and ulna
were found beneath the right scapula while
the corresponding parts of the right arm
bones were found lying on top of the left
clavicle. Burial had been made in a small
basin-shaped pit, approximately 90 by 60 cm.
oriented with the major axis approximately
east' and west.
The only object accompanying the burial
was a small soft-shell clam both valves of
which contained a small quantity of what
appears to be paint. The shell, which was
found resting on the left ilium near the
crest, may possibly represent the content,s
of a pouch, now diSintegrated, which was
carried at the waist. Included with the
burial, probably by chance, were shells of
clam (Mya arenaria Linn.), quahog (~
Mercenaria)~ oyster (Ostrea virginica
Gmelin), (1) fragmentary parts of a dorsal
or side buckler of a sturgeon, (2) and several fragments of deer bone.

(1) Kindly identified by Mr. William J. Olench, Museum of Oomparative Zoology,
Harvard University, Oambridge, Mass.
(2) Kindly identified by Mr. William Schroeder, Museum of Oomparative Zoology,
Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.
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The skull had been broken and many of I implements were found in the grave nor is
any information avaiIable concerning implethe long bones cracked by pressure. Otherwise the skeleton was in excellent c"Ond1tt·on'.. ments associated wi th tba accompanying shell
deposits. Except for the clam shell conThe length and heaviness of the bones
taining paint, there is no data upon which
suggest a tall, large-boned individual.
to base an approximation of the time or culAbsence of the left parietal bone makes it
tural affinities of the burial.
impossible to establish the cephalic index,
but a long-headed, dolichocephalic type is
The paint with its container appears to
definitely indicated. The skeleton prebe an important and complicated trait. A
sents all classic male oriteria as well as
similar receptacle was found by Mr. Leaman
those usually associated with the American
F. Hallett in a shell deposit at Sandy Neck
Indian. The latter include excellent
in Barnstable, Massachusetts. The two are
shovel-shaped incisors, alveolar prognathpractically identical in size and both conism, very flaring and jutting malars, slight
tain red, green, yellow, and blue pigments.
brow ridges (of the divided type), a fairly
(3) From the close similarity of this trait
thick skull (5mm. at the bulge of the paria fairly close temporal and cultural reetal bone), relatively simple sutures, and
lationship for these two shell denosits
a fair amount of tooth wear for the age at
might be suggested.
death (19 to 20 years). The skull also
shows two so-called primitive or AustraDecember, 1944
loid characteristics; no sill at the base
of the nasal aperture and a strongly-deHIGHPOINT L A NE
pressed nasion. Squatting facets on both
tibias suggest many hours spent squatting
before the camn fire. The linea aspera is
not pronounced, possibly as the result of
:u.e'
walking with a bent-knee gait on the soft
ground (as opposed to hard pavements).
P J,MURPH Y HOUS E
70'
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From the closing of the epiphyses, the
age of the individual at death may be confidently set at 19 to 20 years. The fact
that both ends of the femurs are closed
indicates an age of over nineteen. However,
the distal ends of both radii and ulnae are
not closed as they are supposed to be by
the end of the nineteenth year. The epiphysis of the heads of the humerii close at
twenty years and in this case one is closed
and the other is not. As thes~ epiphYSial
closures are not supposed to be affected by
sex or race, the individual was probably
quite close to his twentieth birthday at
the time of death.
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Location of Murphy house.
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Examination of the bones gives no evidence of the cause of death. Some abnormalities should be recorded. There is a
supernumerary tooth in the upper jaw between the second and third incisors. There
is an abnormality in the first sacral vertebra where it articulated with the fifth
lumbar vertebra. The left side of the
sacrum is higher than the right, resulting
in an indentation of the transverse process
of the fifth lumbar vertebra. There is
also a facet on the right sacral alva
This abnormality may not have caused any
evident deformity in life other than a
scarcely noticeable stoop or bend. The
skeleton also shows hyperextension of the
left elbow resulting in a foramen in its
olecranon fossa.
The condition of the skeleton and the
situation of the grave suggests no great
antiquity for the time of interment. No

8.38' ELEVATION A80VE M. H.W.

60 CM . APPROX.

Fig.2.

Cross section of burial pit.

(3) It should be noted that in both instances the contents, when first removed from the
earth, showed no color except a faint red, appearing, otherwise, as a black gummy
substance. After drying for about six hours the colors began to appear and after
twelve hours became brilliant.

This journal and its contents may be used for research, teaching and private study purposes. Any substantial or systematic
reproduction, re-distribution, re-selling, loan or sub-licensing, systematic supply or distribution in any form to anyone is
expressly forbidden. ©2010 Massachusetts Archaeological Society.
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